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Abstract
Aiming at changing high computational complexity, underdeveloped real time, low
recognition rate of dynamic gesture recognition algorithms, this paper present a real-time
dynamic gesture trajectory recognition method based on key frame extraction and HMM.
Key frames are selected without keeping track of all the details of one dynamic gesture,
which is based on difference degree between frames. The trajectory data stream, sorted
by the time-warping algorithm, is used to construct the Hidden Markov Method model of
dynamic gesture. Finally, optimal transition probabilities are employed to implement
dynamic gesture recognition. The result of this experiment implies that this method has
high robustness and real time. The average recognition rate of dynamic gesture (0~9) is
up to 87.67%, and average time efficiency is 0.46s.
Keywords: Dynamic gesture recognition, Hand gesture trajectory, Key frame, HMM,
Inter-frame difference degree

1. Introduction
In recent years gesture recognition is a crucial means of Human-Computer Interaction
[1, 2]. As a simple and robust motion feature, gesture trajectory is generally used in
behavioral action recognition. Compared with static gesture recognition, dynamic gesture
recognition is widely applied in real-world. However, due to the fact that dynamic gesture
is a gesture sequence consisting of a series of different hand postures whose recognition
takes time, the speed of dynamic gesture recognition is not satisfactory [3-4].
Currently, vision-based gesture recognition research falls to the promising research
field. Bao, et al.,[5] proposed tracking gesture trajectory method by SURF feature, which
established model by dynamic time warping algorithm. The data stream clustering method
based on correlation analysis was developed to recognize a dynamic hand gesture. The
recognition rate of training and testing set were 87.1% and 84.6% respectively. Ren, et
al., [6] proposed a model of spatio-temporal appearance based on hierarchical fusion of
multi-modal information and an algorithm of dynamic space-time warping for dynamic
gesture recognition under complex background information. The average recognition rate
was quite well, however, the average time efficiency of segmentation, parameter
extraction and identification were 1.1s, 0.9s, 0.07s respectively. Zhang, et al., [7]
classified length, position, velocity, and acceleration of the hand as the dynamic
characteristics of the hand to produce HMM sign language models, which were used
during video retrieval. David, et al., [8] used tensor voting to filter the trajectory, which
was obtained from hand detector, and found the orientation in Radon space to create
gesture model. Thus it allowed a large number of meaningful gestures to be defined,
whose rate was close to the method of Ref. [6]. In addition, common gesture feature
extraction methods are also based on color information [9], gradient histogram [10] etc..
But these above gesture recognition methods are poor real-time, and susceptible to quite a
few factors, including complex background, lighting, complexity of algorithm.
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With the rapid development of hardware devices in recent years, most researchers have
used Kinect [11], which was launched by Microsoft Company as the latest equipment in
2010, to identify gesture. Because it is not affected by illumination change and complex
background [12], Kinect captures a multitude of attention of researchers both at home and
abroad [13-15]. At the same time, dynamic hand gestures could generate a large amount
of redundant information; in consequence, some researchers began to apply key frame
extraction method to dynamic gesture recognition system. Wang [16] used Affinity
Propagation Clustering to extract key-frame of the video sequence adaptively, which was
used to ensure a higher recognition rate and also meet real-time requirements.
Ramakrishnan, et al., [17] put forward motion capture data method to split gestures
sequence automatically, which could accurately describe the change of hand.
In conclusion, this paper proposes a real-time dynamic gesture trajectory recognition
method based on key frame extraction and HMM to improve real-time capability and
efficiency of the recognition. The algorithm does not keep track of all the details of
dynamic hand gestures and only selects some key frames in the process of gesture
movement .It employs key frame extraction method based on difference degree between
frames. These images are used to segment gesture and calculate hand centers. The
dynamic signal models are established through HMM after trajectory data streams are
received by time warping. Finally, optimal transition probability matrices of models are
utilized to recognize dynamic hand gestures.

2. Related Work
Currently, key frame extraction methods can be summarized as the following four
kinds:
1) Key frame extraction method based on shot [18]. This method puts the first frame,
the middle or the last one of each shot as the key frame of this shot. It is simple in design
with low computational complexity and suitable for simple content or fixed scene
switching. However, for complex scenarios or variety of camera lens transformations the
key frames extracted above cannot often represent information of lens accurately.
2) Key frame extraction method based on motion analysis [19]. Generally, method
based on optical flow computation selects a number of key frames according to the
structure of the lens, but this method has a huge amount of calculation. It also has poor
real time while the local minimum calculated is not necessarily accurate.
3) Key frame extraction method based on visual content [20]. Changes of each frame’s
color, texture and other visual information are developed to extract key frames, which will
take the current frame as the key frame when the information has significant changes.
Firstly, the first frame of camera is one key frame. Secondly, difference degree between
the previous key frame and this one is calculated. Finally, the frame is chosen as a key
frame if the difference is greater than a certain threshold. It can select key frames
according to the different degree of information, which is not necessarily representative.
What is more, the number of frames is easily excessive.
4) Key frame extraction method based on cluster analysis [21]. Clustering method is of
high computation efficiency and effectively access to significant change of video shot
visual content. Yet it can't effectively preserve time sequence and dynamic information of
original camera image frames. This method is the most popular method of current key
frame extraction methods. An initial class center is determined at first. Then the current
frame is judged to classify as a new class according to the distance between current frame
and the class center. At last the nearest distance frame of each class is selected to
represent the class after classification, which is one of key frame sequence in camera lens.
Whereby, the key frame extraction process can be summarized in two steps:
1) Seeking quantization parameters of images feature;
2) Judging whether the quantitative characteristics of parameters is key feature values.
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3. Dynamic Gesture Trajectory Recognition Based on Key Frame
Extraction and HMM
3.1. Dynamic Gesture Trajectory Recognition Process
As shown in Figure 1, this paper studies two aspects of dynamic gesture trajectory
recognition process:
1) Key frame extraction based on difference degree of inter-frame. Initial key frame
sequence is obtained by the algorithm of selecting maximum in inter-frame difference
degree, which is calculated between frames of video. Subsequently, final key frame
sequence is gotten by sorting key frames double using time warp algorithm;
2) Trajectory feature extraction. Gesture segmentation algorithm based on skin color is
used to get area of hand for sequence obtained above. Then distance sequence to center of
trajectory sequence is used as characteristics to input HMM algorithm.
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Figure 1. Flow Chart of Dynamic Gesture Trajectory Recognition
3.2. Key Frame Extraction Method Based on Inter-frame Different Degrees
Video is composed of a series of frames, expressed as S = {f1, f2, …, fN}. The key frame
sequence is a paramount part in video, which contains a set of discrete image frames. The
method of key frame extraction is: one or more key frames are extracted according to the
content of shot; thereby the essence of video information is represented by a small
number of frames. Namely M (M<<N) frames are chosen from N frames as key frames for
subsequent operations. This paper selects key frames using key frame extraction method
based on inter-frame different degree. Inter-frame difference degree is calculated with
Euclidean distance, of which the largest M maximums are key frames. Finally the final
key frame sequence is gotten by two time-warping for frames obtained above.
This paper chooses Euclidean distance as the difference degree between frames to
select key frames. The greater the value of diff is, the larger the difference degree between
the frame and its adjacent frames is. Therefore, frame is chosen, whose value of diff is
large.
Step 1: Calculate Euclidean distance between frames as difference degree between
adjacent frames. The formula is
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where, R1=0.299, G1=0.587, B1=0.114,and rn(i, j), gn(i, j) and bn(i, j) respect the red,
green, and blue components of nth frame image in (i, j).
Step 2: Select the local maximum values of diffn(n = 2, 3, …, N-1) as the key frame
sequence, showing as the points identified with blue “○” in Figure 2. Judgment formula is
1 diff i   0  diff i   0
ei   
ohers
0

(4)

But the value of diffn is not necessarily large when it is local maximum values (Figure
2). Consequently other means are also needed to filter some local maximum points.
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Figure 2. Key Frame Extraction according to Different Degree Value
Step 3: Sort all local maximum points to select the M biggest points as key frames,
Show as the points identified by red “☆” in Figure 2. Set M=15.
Step 4: Ensure the order of the M frames by time-warping algorithm so that final key
frames of video image sequence is strictly chronological.
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After getting a series of key frames by the use of key frame extraction algorithm above,
skin color is required to segment gesture from image to extract the gesture area so that
these images can be used for HMM training and recognition.
3.3. Gestures Area Segmentation
RGB color space should be transformed to color space in which brightness and
chromaticity is separated, because of subtle difference of chromaticity, on the contrary,
significant changes of brightness in skin color. This paper takes advantage of YCbCr [22]
and HSV [19] color space to extract gesture area.
Step 1: Transform images from RGB color space to one color space in which
brightness and chromaticity is separated.
Step 2: Set the threshold. Skin color clustering of YCbCr color space likes a two head
spindle, that is to say, when the value of Y is larger or smaller, the skin color clustering
region will be contracted. Therefore, transformation of color format is necessary in
segmentation. The conversion formula of YCbCr space to YCb'Cr' space is
Wc1

 C1 Y  Y  K l , K h 
C Y   C1 Y 
C1   1
Wc1 Y 

C1 Y 
Y  K l , K h 


Y  Ymin Wc1  WLc1  Y  K
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h
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(6)

where sets Kl=125, Kh=188 (segmentation domain of nonlinear color transformation),
Ymin=16, Ymax=235 (the minimum and maximum values of Y component in skin color
clustering), Wcb=46.79, WLcb=23, WHcb=14, Wcr=38.76, WLcr=20, WHcr=10. For
YCb'Cr' color space, threshold is

1
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where xp=1.60, yp=2.41, xq=25.39, yq=14.03, C1=109.38, C2=152.02, =2.35(rad), b(i, j) is
the value after image segmentation in (i, j), Cb', Cr' represent the chromaticity of blue and
red space in YCb'Cr' respectively.
Skin segmentation based on HSV sets H threshold for 0.03~0.128.
Figure 3 is skin color segmentation outcome of one dynamic hand gesture “2”. Figure
3(a) manifests M original color images after key frame extraction of one sample, Figure
3(b) shows binary image of gesture area, which is segmented based on skin color for
images in Figure 3(a). It can be seen that the method is not affected by shadow and
accurately can segment the gesture area.
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Figure 3. Gesture Segmentation Effect based on the Color of Skin
Step 3: Erosion and dilation for images segmented. In view of the influence of light
conditions, there will be a few noise points in the image after being segmented. Therefore,
image should be eroded and expanded to eliminate noise points. Computational formula is
expressed as vectors:
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0
0

0
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0

0
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1 1 1 1 1 1
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(9)
(10)

(11)

That is B={(0,3), (1,2), (1,3), (1,4), (2,1), (2,2), (2,3), (2,4), (2,5), (3,0), (3,1), (3,2),
(3,3), (3,4), (3,5), (3,6), (4,1), (4,2), (4,3), (4,4), (4,5), (5,2), (5,3) ,(5,4), (6,3)}.
The intention of erosion and expansion is to eliminate some small noise points, smooth
the edge of the gesture area, at the same time, and not alter their area significantly. Figure
4 demonstrates the effect of erosion and expansion. Figure 4(a) manifests an original
image frame. Figure 4(b) reveals binary image of the original image through segmentation
based on skin color. Figure 4(c) is the image after Figure 4(b) is eroded and expanded. It
can be seen that noise in Figure 4(b) is eliminated and gesture area border has become
relatively smooth. Meanwhile the area of hand is not changed.
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(a)Original image

(b)Segmentation

(c)Erosion and expansion

Figure 4. Noise, Erosion and Expansion Processing of Images
3.4. Trajectory Feature Extraction
Step 1: Calculate gesture center in each image, namely the centroid (xn, yn). The
computational formula is
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Figure 5 is the distribution of trajectory points of gesture (0~9), which is calculated by
formula (12) for key frames above. The gesture center of one key frame sample in some
dynamic gestures is indicative of red “+” in Figure 5, namely trajectory. The blue line
represents contours of trajectory.
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Figure 5. Trajectory Profiles of Dynamic Gesture (0~9)
Step 2: Compute the trajectory center (x0, y0) of trajectory point {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), …,
(xM, yM)}. The formula is


M

T

t 1

M



t 1



x0 , y0    1  xt , 1  yt 
T

(13)

Step 3: Calculating distances between each centroid point (xn, yn) and the trajectory
center (x0, y0) is described as follows.
rn 
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Step 4: Use (15) for distance neat for G = (r1, r2, …, rM). Distance neat figure is shown
in Figure 6, neat length L = 5. The formula is
ln 

rn
1
L

(15)
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Figure 6. Distance Neat Figure
Finally an observation sequence vector D = (l1, l2, …, lM) is gotten, which is input
HMM as characteristic of training models.
3.5. Gesture Recognition
The composition of the HMM:
1) The first-order Markov process, namely description of states transferring, which is
described by state transition probability matrix A and initial state distribution π.
2) Random observation process, namely description of corresponding relationship
between state and observed sequence, which is described by state output probability
distribution matrix B.
Evaluation, decoding and learning are three main problems of the HMM model, which
can be solved by forward-backward algorithm, Viterbi algorithm [23] and Baum Welch
algorithm [24] respectively. This paper adopts pattern from left to right as the basis of
model, and the more model states are, the better effect in theory.
3.5.1. Evaluation: The evaluation is identification. All output probabilities P( / ) of
observation sequences are produced by HMM under given model  = {, A, B} and
observation sequence . Compared with the output probability of model, the highest
probability is recognition result. The observation sequence here is characteristic vector
extracted above. P( / ) is computed by forward algorithm, whose process is as follows:
Step 1: Initializing 1(i) = ibi(1), i=1, 2, …, N;
Step 2: Recurring computation formula is


N

 i a


 t 1  j   

t

 i 1



ij b j



ot 1 , 1  t  1,2,, T  1,  j  1,2,, N 

(16)

N

Step 3: At last, PO    T i  .
i 1

where, t(i) = P(1, 2, …, t, qt = si | ) represents probability of state si at the moment t
when observation sequence generated is 1, 2, …, t for given model ={, A, B}.
The backward algorithm process is as follows:
Step 1: Initializing βt(i) = 1, i=1, 2, …, N;
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Step 2: Recurring computation formula is
t i  

N

 a b o
ij j

t 1

t 1  j , t  T  1, T  2,,1, i  1,2,, N 

(17)

j 1

where t(i) = P(t+1, t+2, …, T, qt = si | ) represents the probability of state si at moment
t when the observation sequence is 1, 2, …, t at the moment t+1 for given model ={,
A, B}.
3.5.2. Decoding: Decoding is looking for the most suitable implicit state sequence, which
will produce observation sequence O under condition of given model parameter ={, A,
B} and observation sequence O. That is to say, search its best state sequence
Q*=q1*q2*…qT* to explain the observation sequence O. The Viterbi algorithm is
frequently-used, which is based on dynamic programming. The specific steps of Viterbi
algorithm is as follows:
Step 1: Initialize 1(i)=ibi(i), (1iN), 1(i) = 0, (1iN);
Step 2: Recurrence formula is
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Step 3: Terminate,

P*  maxT i  ， qT*  arg maxT i 
i

(20)

i

The best state sequence back is: qt*=ψt+1(q*t+1), (t=T-1, T-2,…, 1), where t(i)
represents the maximum probability of state si at the moment t under given model
parameter ={, A, B} and observation sequence 1, 2, …, t.
3.5.3. Learning: Learning is training HMM models, which is procession of constant
reassessment for the model parameters under a given observation sequence of sample.
After HMM model parameter ={, A, B} is adjusted constantly through iterative
computation, the probability P( / ) of observation sequence O reach maximum value,
whose model is trained to be the most suitable for sample set. The specific steps to
calculate optimal parameters * of HMM are as follows:
Step 1: Establish an initialization model of HMM ={, A, B}.
Step 2: Estimate a new model parameter    , A, B according to given model
parameter ={, A, B} and observation sequence O. Revaluation formula is
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where t(i) = P(qt = si | , ) represents probability of state si at moment t under given
observation sequence O and HMM model parameter . By forward-backward variables
the formula is expressed as follows.
 t i  

 t i   t i 
 i   t i 
 N t
, 1  i  N 
PO  
t i   t i 

(22)


i 1

where t (i, j) = P(q t = s i , q t+1 = s j | , ) represents the probability of state s i at moment
t and s j at moment t+1 under given observation sequence O and HMM model parameter .
By forward-backward variables the formula is expressed as follows.
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Step 3: Calculate the probability P( /) under model  and probability P O 
under model  by forward-backward algorithm for observation sequence O.
Step 4:  is the threshold of convergence. When formula (24) is met, P O  is
convergent. At this time,  is the most suitable parameter got by training the HMM which
can represent gesture. Whereas, continue to implement step 2 until formula (24) is met.
Formula (24) is



 

log P O   log PO    



(24)

4. Experiment Results and Analysis
Experiment platform: the experiment is performed using a Windows 7 OS in
MATLAB R2013a using Intel core i3-2120, 3.3GHz and 4G.
The experiment data set of dynamic hand gestures consists of ten dynamic hand
gestures “0~9”. Three experimenters are invited to perform 10 times every gesture, in
consequence, 300 gesture samples (3×10×10) are gotten. The continuous time of every
gesture is about 3s~12s (frame rate =25fps). For simulating close gesture recognition
applications, the distance between gesture and camera is about 30~ 80cm and every image
is 160120 with 24-bit true color.
Figure 7 shows 1~50 original image frames of dynamical gesture sample “7” in gesture
video data set.
Figure 7(a), Figure 7(b) and Figure 7(c) demonstrate 1 to 50 frames of original videos
regarding experimenter A, B and C respectively.
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(a) Experimenter A

(b) Experimenter B

(c) Experimenter C

Figure 7. The 1~50 Frame Original Image of Dynamical Gesture “7”
4.1. Recognition Effect Comparison of YCbCr and HSV
In the experiment, train set of gesture is composed of six samples of gesture in every
experimenter respectively, namely that every train set has 60 (6×10) samples. For one
experimenter all the samples constitute test set, in which every test set is made of 100
samples. Every sample is trained and recognized in dynamical gesture sets based on
YCbCr and HSV respectively. The results are expressed in Figure 8. Figure 8(a) manifests
average sequence lengths of three experimenters. Figure 8(b) shows respective
recognition rate and average computing rate for experimenters based on YCbCr and HSV
during extraction of gesture area.
For Figure 8, “velocity” represents average time of every sample for one experimenter.
The computational equation of recognition rate is
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where TR represents the number of correct recognition samples, FR represents the number
of error recognition samples, η is recognition rate.
In Figure 8, the average sequence length of experimenter B can be seen is the lowest,
meanwhile, the recognition and the test rate are lowest. The average sequence length of A
and C are the same in general. However, the recognition rate of A is much lower than that
of C under the condition of close average sequence length. From Figure 8, recognition
rate and velocity of different experimenters is different because accuracy and speed of
sample are different when performing the same sample for different experimenter.

(a) Average sequence length

(b) Recognition rate and average computing rate

Figure 8. Recognition Results for Different Experimenters based on HSV
and YCbCr
1) The velocity of HSV and YCbCr is proportional to the average sequence length. In
condition of certain frame rate , the longer time of sample is, the more inter-frame
difference degree needs to compute. Accordingly the processing time is longer under
certain number of key frames. However, too little time of sample means that fast speed of
hand movement would result in loss of detailed information in dynamical gesture
2) With same recognition rate, adopting time of HSV is much less than that of YCbCr
for segmenting gesture area. Therefore, gesture segmentation based on HSV can better
meet requirements of real-time experiment. YCb'Cr' for segmentation of gesture area must
be switched because skin color clustering YCbCr color space is nonlinear.
However, the recognition rate is not only influenced by sequence length, which still
needs to be studied in the future.
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4.2. Mixed Sample Recognition Rate
The experiment selects all samples of A, B and C to conduct experiment. Each of ten
dynamic gestures has 30 samples. Six samples of every gesture of each experimenter are
chosen to train, that is to say number of train samples is 180 (3×6×10). And 300 samples
are recognized. The experiment results are presented in Figure 9 and Table 1.

(a) Average sequence length

(b) Average computing rate

Figure 9. Comparison of Average Sequence Length and Computing Rate
between 0~9
Figure 9 illustrates average length of sequence and average computing speed
concerning gesture. Figure 9(a) demonstrates the comparison of the average sequence
length between gesture 0~9. Figure 9(b) demonstrates the comparison of the average
computing rate of gesture 0~9. The longer of the average sequence length, the bigger of
the computing rate. To sum up, the computing rate is proportional to the sequence length.
Figure 9 manifests the same result with Figure 8.
Table 1 demonstrates total number of recognition error sample is 37 and the
recognition rate is 87.67%. The recognition rate is lower compared with Figure 8. The
total running time of experiment is 135.257129s and the average running time is
0.457524s.
Table 1. Recognition Rate and Real Time of Gesture “0~9”
Dynamic
Gesture
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Correct identification
number
27
30
25
25
26
23
27
30
24
26

Error identification
number
3
0
5
5
4
7
3
0
6
4

Recognition rate
90%
100%
83.33%
83.33%
86.67%
76.67%
90%
100%
80%
86.67%

From Table 1, three reasons of algorithm leading to errors can be gotten:
1) The trajectories of different experimenter performing a same gesture are different.
Therefore, to balance differences among them the model generated by training would
result in deviation.
2) The similar trajectory is easy to confuse because of extracting M frame images in
videos only, such as “0” and “2”, “8” and “9”.
3) The number of HMM training characteristics is too small, which can’t describe the
position of tracing point accurately. Meanwhile, recognition is easy to confuse with other
dynamical gestures.
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Otherwise, inaccurate gesture region extraction is considerate for the reasons that lead
to the error. Owing to setting threshold value, which is the simplest method in gesture
segmentation, inaccurate gesture region leads to biased centroid point and distance.
4.3. Compared with the Existing Methods
For test recognition rate and speed of the algorithm, the method is compared with
algorithm proposed in the Ref. [5] and Ref. [6].
Table 2. Comparative Analysis of Algorithm Results
Frequency of Platform
Frame Rate(frames/s)
Recognition rate (%)
operation speed (s)

This paper
3.3GHz
25
87.67
0.457524

Ref. [5]
2.2GHz
8~16
84.6
1~3

Ref. [6]
600MHz
10
91.7
2.07

Under condition that the frame rate is more twice than that in the Ref. [5] and Ref. [6],
Table 2 shows that the operation speed of algorithm is twice higher than that of Ref. [5]
and Ref. [6], although frequency of the algorithm experimental platform is relatively high.
The result suggests that the algorithm does not only ensure the requirements of
identification, but also meets real-time capability of dynamic gesture trajectory
recognition. The experimental data demonstrates that the method is more reliable which
can be widely applied to the field of human-computer interaction.

5. Conclusion
This paper present a real-time dynamic gesture trajectory recognition method based on
the combination of key frame extraction and HMM. Considering that key frame extraction
can reduce redundancy information of video, the method puts forward key frame
extraction algorithm which can extract 15 frames from more than 100 frames of image
sequence as key frames of this gesture based on difference degree between frames. In
addition, the use of gesture segmentation method based on skin color is to obtain gesture
area. Finally the features are extracted from its trajectory in order to establish a HMM
model as input information for training and recognition. The experimental results indicate
that the method can fully satisfy real-time requirements of dynamic gesture trajectory
recognition. The method is effective, reliable and robust in complex illumination.
The further work in this paper will study simple and precise gesture extraction under
complex background, at the same time, algorithm based on the HMM will be improved to
accurately establish gesture models.
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